
CHRISTCHURCH PLANNING -  POST EARTHQUAKE 
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This commentary considers some major planning issues raised in the  public seminars held 
during 2011 and other planning aspects that lie ahead.The issues are grouped under four 
headings  ‘situation and leadership’, ‘informed objectives’, ‘transportation issues’ and  ‘key 
elements’. They are viewed through the eyes  of an experienced professional planner and 
engineer who has contributed to Canterbury planning for over 45 years.
 
1. Situation and Leadership. 

Setting robust planning objectives requires politicians, officials and the community to be 
informed and open in their  analysis and to achieve consensus. Benefits come from being 
informed by the past as a platform for the future. In addition planning involves the social, 
economic, land use, safety and physical planning issues which must be addressed together 
when preparing long term planning objectives, and not be treated in isolation one from the 
other. 

The preparation of the post earthquake plans are a major planning exercise to be  
coordinated by experienced planners. The plans benefit from a recognition of past successes 
and mistakes, the experiences of other cities and experience here in Canterbury. The really 
major issues are long term planning goals which compliment the immediate repairs and asset 
management. This is not simply the issue of where the liquefaction has occurred or the roads 
and sewers have been destroyed. It is a matter of planning to rebuild successful multi faceted 
communities which are safe, are free from physical restraints, and conform to the highest 
standards of urban planning. Before adoption they must have been openly discussed with the 
public.

The history and reports of 60 years of planning in Christchurch and Canterbury are well 
recorded and this basic information has not  been changed by the recent earthquakes. In fact 
many severe restraints on urban development which were recognized in  the 1960s and 
1970s have now been clearly demonstrated in the failure of infrastructure and foundations in 
the CBD and the eastern suburbs. Fortunately the majority of the urban fabric, its  
infrastructure, the street system and the extensive parks remain largely intact and these 
provide a sound framework for planning the reconstruction.  

The rescue and recovery stage of the earthquake disasters of September, February and June 
have been actively and well managed. They have, over a hectic nine months, demonstrated 
the success of New Zealand’s Civil Defense emergency law and practice in recovery and 
clean up. They have also shown our ability to harness national volunteered and professional 
resources and bring them to bear on a major event as occurred in Christchurch. Well done 
government, John Hamilton, Mayor Bob Parker and a host of local and national identities. 
Now Roger Sutton and Warwick Isaac as managers for CERA’s ongoing recovery and clean 
up phases move into the rehabilitation phase. The City has largely survived and the rescue 
and clean up operation is being achieved with both national and international respect. 
However the skills required to re-plan the destroyed parts and rapidly plan for the new pieces 
are a test on the experience, resources and personnel immediately available.     

On a wave of concern, energy, enthusiasm and public relations, as shown by the extensive 
Press articles, the Share-an-idea Expo and the recent 48 hour Design Exercises, many 
realistic and also many ‘blue skies’ ideas have been suggested by many thousands of people. 
These must now be sieved, sorted and translated into realistic rehabilitation and long term re-
development plans. To do this requires an awareness of the nature of the region,its 
geography, its urban form, its strengths and weaknesses so planners can develop a suitable 
comprehensive plan.This strategic long term planning exercise must now proceed with all 
speed and parallel with Christchurch’s more obvious earthquake rehabilitation programmes. 

This strategic planning is necessary to inform the CCC and CERA  as to the economic and 
socially acceptable solutions for the re-creation of suburbs and new urban communities. 
Necessity is the ‘mother of invention’ and the earthquake necessitates the definition of the 
range of short, medium and long term planning objectives to be established. Such objectives 
must be well assessed, realistic and achievable.
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In the 1954 to 1995 era Christchurch and Canterbury had a distinguished record in regional 
and district planning. It just took three 30 second earthquakes to create the need for an 
intense programme equivalent to 30 years of planning for re-development. In the present 
situation neither the City Council or the Regional Council, let alone CERA, were equipped or 
staffed to lead the massive planning exercise for the three levels of government and the wider 
community involvement for planning this large scale re-development of Christchurch.

This post earthquake planning process for re-development has to be integrated parallel with 
the reviews of the City Plan and the Regional Plan.  These reviews including heritage, open 
space, natural resources as well as the residential, commercial, industrial and retail policies 
and zones are now well overdue. In addition the Regional natural resources plan must also 
be reviewed in terms of earthquake, tsunami, liquefaction and extreme flooding events. 
Essentially a strategic re-assessment is needed of the whole metropolitan area parallel with 
the work required in the post earthquake draft plans for CERA in the CBD and the eastern 
Christchurch re-development. Now is the time to start the review of the full  suite of planning 
objectives under-pinning the District and Regional plans. This represents a major input of 
both regional and district planning.  

The creation of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) has been justified on 
the grounds of the scale of the disaster and also to enable the government to be  directly 
involved on the use of taxpayers funds required for its part of the re-build. One is also left with 
the impression that this government ‘over-lording’ was proposed because of a lack of 
government’s confidence in our councils and a lack of local government planning capability 
and resources which are necessary to plan effectively in this broken region. 

While finance and insurances must, of course, be sorted out at a national and government 
level the next ‘planning step’ in reconstruction is not a function  where central Government 
has the knowledge or the skill to contribute greatly. This next phase is a matter of design and 
land use planning which must be undertaken by local government. Hopefully this phase will 
be undertaken jointly  by the Region, City and District Councils of Canterbury. This local 
government leadership model has been repeatedly championed in the Los Angeles, Kobe, 
and in other major earthquake and flood disasters around the world. It is the preferred post 
disaster re-construction planning and management model.

Obviously the Christchurch City Council, with its neighboring Councils and the Regional 
Council,  is going to have to work hard to expand the planning team to meet the demands 
made of it by CERA and the legislation. The City and the other Councils will have to ‘beef up’ 
the professional skills of a permanent staff to service all three levels of government. This still 
requires the hiring of consultants and overseas ‘experts’ to supplement the local skills and 
provide the experience equal to the needs of what has become an ‘international event’. It is 
suggested such a team should all be brought into one office and placed under one joint 
resident Director of Planning employed jointly by all the councils and CERA. 
   
Canterbury local government has a challenge to build up its planning resources team so as to 
firmly and aggressively lead these planning and public works responsibilities and claim them 
back from the Government when CERA’s legislated five year life expires. 
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 2. Informed Objectives

The need to rebuild the centre city and replace its stock of earthquake prone buildings, is 
obvious and urgent. But the CBD is now but one of Christchurch’s decentralised cluster of  20 
retail centres. These suburban nuclei are, since the earthquake, sharing a greater part of 
Christchurch’s employment, distribution, commerce and retail. The City Centre, which in the 
past was planned to lift to 60,000 employees may never rise above 40,000 again. This is 
10,000 less than before the earthquake but at that size it will still be the largest node of 
employment and continue its primary CBD functions.

Since 1954 much research and many strategic studies have been undertaken of the  
geography, the natural and physical resources and constraints, the infrastructure, the 
economy, the demography and the region’s  urbanization. Those earlier studies showed that 
several of the eastern suburbs which have been trashed by liquefaction, should never have 
been built. These were bad political decisions. The revival of the biological corridor, or Avon 
River Park through the eastern suburbs, can be seen as an earthquake bonus correcting, in 
part, those earlier mistakes. 

At this present time politicians and planners at all levels should be renewing their familiarity  
with the earlier regional and city studies on urban form, transportation and resources. In 
particular the former regional planning authority’s work including the 
 Canterbury Region Indicative Plan - (1976), 
 Regional Plan Section One - Draft Settlement Distribution (1979)
 Regional Plan Section One - Settlement Plan - Operative (1985) 
 Regional Plan Section Two - Transportation - Operative (1985)
 Regional Plan Section Three - Regional Development Strategy (1987) 
and their background reports provide insights and objectives which are immediately relevant. 

Just three brief references from the Canterbury Regional Indicative Plan (1976) report,  which 
included eighteen development objectives  which are still relevant today, follow :- 
a. The coastal and lowland areas offer comparatively severe problems for effluent and storm 
water disposal and generally suffer. from  inferior foundation conditions.  
b. The area in the immediate vicinity of Christchurch possesses the least satisfactory 
conditions for the expansion of urban development in the Region. The continued extension of 
the Christchurch urban area is likely to impinge (adversely) on the airport, rural resources, 
key open spaces and involve the most costly traffic, road and utility services improvements.
c. A pattern of hierarchic distribution of dispersed growth throughout the region, with 
emphasis on Rangiora/Amberley, Darfield, Ashburton and Timaru, should be adopted as the 
preferred  regional settlement objective to accommodate new growth. 

These past studies were also summarised to good effect in the proceedings of the 
 Regional Council’s  – Canterbury Regional Jubilee Symposium (2004) 
when many planning questions relevant to the present situation were addressed. These  
included the issues of risk and uncertainty along with a philosophy of greater emphasis on 
community changes rather than a single minded pursuit of population growth.

In addition there are excellent City Plan background policy documents for the two 
Christchurch City Plans in1972 and 1985, together with several city centre reports since 2000 
including the report 
       ‘Christchurch City Centre -40 years of Changen, Traffic and Planning 1959-1999’ (2001). 
and more recently all the reports and background associated with  the
       ‘Greater Christchurch Urban Development Strategy and Action Plan’ (2007) 
  
Most recently the  2009 Change No 1 of the Regional Policy Statement has been undertaken  
and this has re-defined the ‘urban limits’ for metropolitan Christchurch. The ink on this 
agreement is not yet dry and that evidence and argument cannot be ignored.

These are all relevant background and useful information for a planned re-development of 
Christchurch, with or without earthquakes.
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These and many other basic issues and reports may not be well known to the current 
personnel who are the post earthquake ‘new overlords’ of the City. They certainly should 
make good reading for them. To these background documents the current land use, aerial 
mapping and GIS maps, recent geological surveys  all contribute and provide  up to date re-
assessments. These are all necessary to the platform of planning investigations yet to be 
undertaken for local government and CERA as the urgent reviews of the parts of the Regional 
Plan, District Plans and the City Plan are undertaken.  

The new post earthquake strategic planning programme must not forget the important 
contribution and role of Canterbury’s constellation of supporting towns and communities , 
especially Rolleston, Lincoln, Darfield, Ashburton, Timaru in the south,and Rangiora, 
Woodend, Amberley in the north. Any planning analysis must be undertaken in the context of 
the wider geographic region’s long term future. Some parts of the solution for Christchurch, 
for Bexley, Aranui and the eastern suburbs residential loss will be found outside the 
Christchurch City Council’s area. The planning analysis should be deliberate and not, as 
already evidenced, as a knee jerk reaction to developer pressures to expediently break the 
urban fence in Highfield, Preston’s, Kaiapoi’s and Halswell’s fertile and boggy lands. Or, 
heaven forbid, do not use land closer to the airport at Belfast,Russley, Yaldhurst and Masham 
for residential purposes. 

Many  minor additions, such as those referred to above, if added to the existing urban area in 
an ad hoc manner will not solve the need for extensive urban development or the region’s 
transport and services problems. Problems have long been foreseen in the earlier1970’s 
regional investigations and plans as well as the recent UDS strategic plan. Christchurch’s 
problems of capacity, congestion and conservation are best resolved by having an agreed 
population ceiling for greater Christchurch and encouraging residential growth at other 
locations in the wider region.

Turning to the Christchurch CBD it has suffered a 30 year setback in three, 30 second, 
quakes. It may never rise above recent employment levels of 50,000 again. The CBD resident 
population may lift from 7000 to as  much as 20,000.  At these resident and employment 
levels there is the prospect of rebuilding a new exciting and pleasant CBD on a smaller scale, 
free from undue congestion and including some very attractive public open spaces. Such 
modest re-growth over the next 20 or 30 years will not justify abandoning the basic structure 
or the block by block street system of the CBD. Precinct planning and rational transportation 
design based on actual and forecast modal splits are prerequisites to sound CBD planning. In 
the case of traffic there is no case for major changes to the city centre’s access arrangements 
and the major street network with its very successful ring of one way streets. This is a well 
established and successful framework relieving many streets of extraneous traffic. 

The council will need to be involved in purchasing and amalgamating selected groups of 
properties to assist in comprehensive redevelopment. Well managed these amalgamations 
result in benefits to the council, owners and the community and enable quicker and better 
quality redevelopment of the building stock. Some of the CBD vacant sites surrounding the 
central core could provide better locations for many convenient off street parking buildings to 
accommodate the essential short term visitor parking for the CBD.

In addition in the suburbs some selected road frontage properties should be acquired to 
assist with local widening of selected existing transport corridors, e.g. Cranford St , Brougham 
St, and other lengths of the major arterial network. This also enables some long overdue 
removal of former corner shops and other incompatible land uses on these busy arterial 
streets. These widened road corridors would also provide improved space for active modes to 
operate safely and more effectively.
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3. Transportation Issues

Transportation is the ‘hottest political potato’ yet to be debated. There are many advocates 
and proponents with their favored solutions. Many of the proposed solutions are delightfully 
detached from the factual situation of size, population, land use definition and urban scale 
here on the ground in Christchurch. This mix of ideas has to be measured against the known 
and forecast facts. The Councils and CERA will need to thrash out the ‘wheat from the chaff’ 
so as to establish realistic objectives and policies.
 
One of the topics already top of the list is a desire to abandon the one way streets.The 
current mayoral ‘fashion speak’ supported by Ian Athfield’s, architectural views which 
despises the one way street system, are misdirected and right off target. Their arguments are 
poorly informed as to the needs of a multi modal and accessible CBD. The one way streets 
were painlessly and economically placed in 1973 and have worked well over the past 38 
years. They have been a saving transport feature which has drawn vehicles out of the central 
core streets so enabling the CBD to retain business and still accommodate ready access to a 
ring of off-street parking for visitors and shoppers. Those arguments against these one way 
streets are not based on facts about land use policy, traffic safety, surveys or overall 
pedestrian and amenity planning for the CBD.These one way streets exist to provide effective 
distribution of vehicles to all four edges of the core city centre precincts and including access 
to off-street short and long term parking buildings. They are not there for fast through vehicle 
traffic routes between suburbs or short cuts across town. But they could be slowed down to 
advantage. 

Regarding CBD apartment dwellers they do have a lower car use than the equivalent 
suburban dweller. But even if centre city residents increase to say twenty thousand and this is 
duplicated by a further twenty thousand apartments in new suburban residential precincts, the 
sum total contribution to reducing travel for the urban area as a whole would be less than 
minus five percent. They may, however, add some additional trips to public transport bus 
travel to and from the CBD and along key radial bus routes. 

The advocates of light rail may usefully achieve better shuttle services within the four 
avenues as extensions to the tourist and commuter tram including a link between the main 
rail routes at Mona Vale and Moorhouse  Avenue. However in the suburbs the orbiter type 
rubber tyred buses will be better value, more flexible and affordable. Variants on buses and 
taxis, both fixed route and de-routed, are the most productive policy for Christchurch’s size.   

In metropolitan areas of Christchurch’s scale, culture and economy, we know that private 
automobiles are adept at meeting the variety of demands and provide for independent 
convenient trip making. Over the next century whether vehicles are fueled by oil, gas, 
hydrogen-battery or  electric motors, the descendent of the present petrol driven car will most 
probably continue to carry about seventy percent of Christchurch’s person trips into the CBD 
and eighty percent of all person trips in the suburbs. This will be inspite of fuel price 
increases, increased taxes, tolls and tight regulations in their use. The reality is mankind 
enjoys the convenience and independence of private travel and this is what the majority want. 

Generally, even with earthquakes, Christchurch’s existing overall transport and land use 
patterns will be only slightly altered from the present. The property moguls will continue to 
make sure residential sections are provided on the edge and out of town, the retail and 
commercial markets will continue to move faster than the council’s planners and find new 
suburban locations. These existing and well established market and consequent transport 
patterns and the present modal split are unlikely to change significantly during the post 
earthquake re-development over the next 30 years.

CERA and the Councils must insist on factually based, well surveyed and economically 
assessed transport solutions so as to provide reliable evidence for all transport improvements 
as a part of the future Regional Land Transport Strategy.
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4.  Some Realistic Elements

Having watched 50 years of the evolution in planning and development of Christchurch  and  
Canterbury the following realistic elements are suggested as important to the framework for 
planning the re-development of Christchurch, following the destructive earthquakes of the 
past year. 

With the broad planning issues identified it becomes possible to prepare more detailed briefs 
and terms of reference for each council, the government, the numerous other agencies. that 
all contribute. This will also include the key players in the private sector. This is a mighty task 
of planning for re-development. But there must be an agreed set of objectives including one 
settlement pattern extending out over the next 30 years.

 It is likely that it will take the next five years to chart this course and revise the City Plan and 
Regional Plans.  At the strategic level the following seven elements warrant early 
consideration :- 

One      The leadership of the metropolitan planning team will require additional personnel 
 with creative planning skills to be brought in and retained to assist the joint 
 Government, CERA, Regional, City and District Councils in an ongoing, 20 year 
 planning programme. This is not a temporary job for the council establishment 
 supported by some short term  advisory committees. Capable people from New 
 Zealand and overseas have to be  employed, together with consultants and staff, to  
 strengthen the present overtaxed  planning resources. It is suggested these should 
 all be brought into into one planning unit under a leading resident Director of Planning 
 employed jointly by CERA and the Councils. Canterbury local government has a 
 challenge to build up its planning resources team so as to claim leadership for these 
 planning and public works responsibilities, from the Government, when CERA’s 
 legislated five year life expires. 

Two     The broad planning and environmental issues and strategies for the protection of the 
 urban and rural environment remain as they were before the earthquakes. Over the 
 past 50  years a host of valuable resource and planning reports have recorded the 
 nature of the region. These have recognised the drainage, transport, water supply 
 and foundations restraints existing under half of Christchurch. The Regional Plans 
 and District Plans should quickly be reviewed pursuing the same broad objectives as 
 in the past but  applied to the current modified situation including the risk of further 
 earthquakes and tsunamis. 

Three The CBD with all its infrastructure is best retained in its present location, suitably 
 modified and rebuilt in this general location. Some changes in the CBD zoning and 
 land uses with spatial and vertical scale of the CBD and a reduced central core  to. 
 about 50 blocks (of the 140 city blocks within the four Avenues) may be necessary. 
 The new arrangement can reinforce the proposed precincts and the opportunity to 
 increase amenity street values, create boulevards, slow traffic streets, add footpath 
 and  pedestrian squares and local landscape features on selected minor streets as 
 part of the programme of city re-development which provides exciting design 
 prospects.  

Four    The very successful one way street system in the Christchurch CBD can be retained, 
 to serve the edges of the several precincts to be defined, very successfully. The one 
 way streets were placed in 1973 and ever since have enabled a valuable inner 
 distribution and destination function. This simple grid network permits the other inner 
 city streets to be retained as pedestrian, mixed use, multi purpose street spaces, 
 including trams, buses and pedestrians. The present one way streets could, however, 
 be slowed down and their distribution and access role in the inner ring around the 
 edge of the twenty inner city blocks of the CBD core would still be effective. The one 
 way streets have been successful in relieving  the other inner streets of unnecessary 
 vehicle traffic so enabling the central core to be effectively ‘traffic calmed’. They 
 should  be retained at all costs so as to provide edge CBD accessibility and direct 
 access to short term off-street parking as an integral feature of the new CBD. 
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Five The majority of travel will continue by car and bus transport as the most economic 
 and realistic options for Christchurch at 450,000  population spread over a circular city 
 with a multi centred employment distribution.  The earthquakes have thrown further 
 emphasis on growth in the peripheral suburbs. For all these reasons public transport 
 may not be able to penetrate the market beyond say ten percent of all trips in the 
 foreseeable future. However for social and community reasons we must retain the 
 best bus system we can afford on a few  selected suburban ring and radial corridors 
 linked to both the CBD and the other retail shopping centres. There may be 
 some prospect for extending the trams as a light rail ‘shuttle’ within the Four Avenues 
 to link between Mona Vale, the CBD and Moorhouse Avenue. However light rail is 
 unlikey to be needed or affordable to serve the wider Christchurch suburban situation.
  Another element of public transport that is logical and necessary is to link the 
 constellation of Canterbury towns together, with a fast rail service along the 
 existing heavy rail lines between Timaru, Christchurch and Rangiora.

 
Six       A regional approach to the options for suburban development is essential. In this way 
 new quality communities can be built that will make the best use of resources and 
 economic use of infrastructure. This strategy will include some planning restraint on 
 Christchurch’s metropolitan growth ( events now suggest a ceiling of of about 
 450.000 residents in Christchurch, rather than the UDS 500,000 figure). The 
 strategy should now be to stimulate the growth of Rolleston, Lincoln, Darfield 
 including expansion of Ashburton and Timaru in the  south. While encouraging 
 Woodend, Rangiora and  Amberley.s growth in the north.   This will give a superior, 
 safer and more economic distribution of the region’s population. Many of the answers 
 to the reduction of the eastern suburbs residential areas, the scale of the CBD, the 
 protection of  the metropolitan environment and the airport, lie in new growth being 
 distributed in urban areas outside the Christchurch City Council’s area. 

Seven  Purchase of some lands that have been made vacant by the earthquakes, both in the 
 suburbs and in the city centre, to bring them into the City Council’s  land bank is 
 essential. In this way they can be amalgamated and used in joint private and 
 private/public schemes of redevelopment, as well as open space, community design, 
 street improvements, recreation areas  and infrastructure spaces. This will secure a 
 better balance of land uses and superior urban design.  In the city centre the areas 
 purchased by the Council will reinforce the planning and  development of more clearly 
 defined precincts and additional council apartments. These land resumptions and 
 amalgamations  are not a budget luxury. They are an economic, planning and 
 community redevelopment necessity.     
 
It is suggested that from amongst all the issues to be considered a policy supporting these 
seven key elements should be supported from the outset.

Malcolm Douglass
13 July 2011.

Note:-This is a perspective commentary by Malcolm Douglass FNZPI, FIPENZ who has been 
contributing to Canterbury’s planning since 1964. This commentary also draws on the 
consensus and  experience  of six colleague planners who have individually each contributed 
between 20 and 40 years of service to planning in the Christchurch and Canterbury 
community.


